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I. “Open Web” vs “Library Resources”
II. Increased validation of the open web in research instruction

III. Why design activities specifically for the open web / Google?
IV. Activity Ideas & Student Quotes
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I. “Open Web” vs “Library Resources” / 
“Library Databases”

https://bit.ly/open_web

https://padlet.com/christinefena/openweb

https://padlet.com/christinefena/openweb


“Open Web” vs “Library Resources”: 
A False Dichotomy



“Open Web” vs “Library Resources”: 
A False Dichotomy

Possible Causes

• High school vs college: assumptions & 
misconceptions about “college-level 
research”

• Culture of the one-off library instruction 
session (how to access “library resources”)

• Narrow focus on a single information type 
(especially peer-reviewed or “scholarly” 
articles)

• Is there “an underlying implication that library 
resources are “better” than web resources”? 
(Perruso, 2016, p. 627).

Possible Effects

• Rigidity within, ritualization of, or idealization 
of the research process

• False neutrality assigned to library databases 
(algorithms; subject headings; publishing 
industry)

• Student experience of research:
• Shame (feeling like they have to hide or deny 

parts of their research process)
• Anxiety
• Procrastination*

https://bit.ly/open_web

* See studies that show an inverse relationship between self-efficacy and procrastination: Klassen et al., 2008; 
Steel, 2007. Self-efficacy = “beliefs in one’s capabilities to carry out the actions needed to succeed in a task” 
(Klassen et al., 2008, p. 917).



Students suffer from...

Lack of research experience: 

“I had zero skill of using the databases, and the only 
informal website I used to visit is wikipedia (which 
has been banned by many high school english 
teachers, but still my favorite one).” --SBU first-year 
student, 2021

Rigid / black & white thinking: 

“I wouldn’t be using Wikipedia. I’d be looking at 
papers from PubMed” (student qtd. in Bhatt & 
MacKenzie, 2019, p. 311).

Lack of confidence: 

“If I am the one who found it myself, I would be 
skeptical about it” (student qtd. in Bhatt & 
MacKenzie, 2019, p. 310). https://bit.ly/open_web



Clarification: “Library Resources” are wonderful!!

• Subscription databases are invaluable to our students
• Save valuable research time
• Allow for more focused information searching within information types or 

within subject areas
• Offer rich and valuable metadata
• Offer a layer of curation not always available on the open web
***This talk does not advocate to replace database searching with 

open web searching. Rather it encourages educators to acknowledge 
the value of the open web search to students, reduce the anxiety and 

shame that can often surround the Google search, and encourage 
students to embrace the open web as an accepted, and even vital, 

component to any research process.***
https://bit.ly/open_web

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lo5GJmoFT4w


II. Increased validation of open web activities 
within structured research instruction



Open Web in Infolit (IL)

• ACRL  Framework (2016)
• IL as contextualized / situated as opposed to a prescriptive or self-contained 

skill set
• Value of checklists? / Questioning current digital literacy methods (see, e.g. boyd, 

2018; Wineburg et al., 2020; Fister, 2021)
• Metacognition / metaliteracy
• Increased acceptance and appreciation of Wikipedia (see, e.g. Cooke, 2020)
• Focus on Open Access / equitable information access
• Emphasis on diversity and inclusivity in source lists
• Questioning how much emphasis should be placed on peer-reviewed articles in 

undergraduate research assignments
• “Reading laterally”

• Mike Caulfield’s “SIFT” method (2019)
• Stanford History Education Group’s “Educating for Misunderstanding” 

(Wineburg et al., 2020)
• “Preparing HS Students to Evaluate Online Content” (McGrew & Byrne, 

2020)

https://www.ala.org/acrl/standards/ilframework
https://hapgood.us/2019/06/19/sift-the-four-moves/
https://stacks.stanford.edu/file/druid:mf412bt5333/Educating_for_Misunderstanding.pdf
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/15391523.2020.1795956


Google Trends, “”lateral reading”” searches from 
2011-present

Sept. 2020

https://trends.google.com/trends/explore?date=2011-01-01%202021-06-29&geo=US&q=%22lateral%20reading%22


Google Trends, “wikipedia safe” searches from 
2006-present

Oct. 2009

https://trends.google.com/trends/explore?date=2006-01-01%202021-06-29&geo=US&q=wikipedia%20safe


Google Trends, “wikipedia ok” searches from 
2006-present

May 2007



The dichotomy is evolving

Databases vs Google.webm (Johnson, 
2012)
https://guides.stetson.edu/c.php?g=956585&p=6938376

Should I be using Google or the library 
resources for a paper? (NEIU, 2020)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y8-4n7I2zOM&t=2s

https://guides.stetson.edu/c.php?g=956585&p=6938376
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y8-4n7I2zOM&t=2s
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8HA-KNYBFwk
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y8-4n7I2zOM


III. What do students gain by learning about 
open web searching in a structured way?



What do they gain?

• Content that they can only find on the open web
• Understanding of how search algorithms work
• Deeper and more complex understanding of information types, both when searching and when 

citing
• Opportunities to discuss privacy literacy (browser settings, cookies, privacy policies, etc) 
• Lifelong skills
• More flexible approach to research
• More asking of questions / uncertainty is ok -- ask their teachers or peers, “what do you think 

about this website, organization, etc?”
• The web is a tricky place for *everyone* -- it’s important for all of us to feel safe exploring, inquiring, and 

asking questions about what we find. 

https://padlet.com/christinefena/webcontent

https://padlet.com/christinefena/webcontent


Open Web Finds / a few examples

• Podcasts / interviews
• TED talks, conference presentations, YouTube videos
• Blogs & Social Media posts
• Various statistic compilations, data collections & repositories

• U.S. Census Data: https://www.census.gov/
• United Nations Data: http://data.un.org/default.aspx
• NYC Open Data: https://opendata.cityofnewyork.us/

• Countless Open Access Digital Collections
• Library of Congress: https://loc.gov/
• Digital Public Library of America: https://dp.la/
• UCSB Cylinder Audio Archive: http://cylinders.library.ucsb.edu/

• Digital Humanities Projects
• Stanford University’s collection: https://digitalhumanities.stanford.edu/projects

• Research organizations, think tanks, fact tanks
• Data & Society: https://datasociety.net/
• Pew Research Center: https://www.pewresearch.org/

• Websites
• Personal, corporate, government, education
• Bios: https://www.rosavespinoza.com/
• Citizen Science / Local Projects: https://seatuck.org/

https://www.census.gov/
http://data.un.org/default.aspx
https://opendata.cityofnewyork.us/
https://loc.gov/
https://dp.la/
http://cylinders.library.ucsb.edu/
https://digitalhumanities.stanford.edu/projects
https://datasociety.net/
https://www.pewresearch.org/
https://www.rosavespinoza.com/
https://seatuck.org/


Ways to frame the open web as integral to the research process

• Getting started / seeing what’s “out there”
• Trying to better understand a topic or subject or search terms from the perspective of 

different contexts (lateral searching)
• Trying to learn more about an author of one of your sources

• understand an author’s perspective / area of expertise / context
• be mindful of incorporating diverse voices and creating inclusive source lists

• Looking for statistics from particular agencies or organizations
• Trying to find experts interviewed in specific podcasts
• Trying to find experts giving talks through TED or on YouTube or a university website
• Looking through open access digital archives
• Understanding trends of misinformation & disinformation in changing web environments
• Accommodating different learning styles (e.g. maybe you will understand a scholarly article 

better if you find a YouTube video of the author talking about their research)
• Evolving information & communication styles (e.g. use of hyperlinks in newspaper articles)
• And more...



Explore Google’s 
search algorithms 
and ranking 
systems:
https://www.google
.com/search/howse
archworks/algorith
ms/

https://www.google.com/search/howsearchworks/algorithms/
https://www.google.com/search/howsearchworks/algorithms/
https://www.google.com/search/howsearchworks/algorithms/
https://www.google.com/search/howsearchworks/algorithms/


Goal-oriented search
• You have a general idea what you’re looking for 

& are heading to a specific reliable website to 
find a particular type of information:

• Statistics (Pew Research Center, for 
example)

• Podcast
• Digital archive

• Not sure what you’re looking for
• Wandering until you stumble on something 

that looks interesting
• This is the most time-consuming type of 

search because it requires a high level of 
evaluation to make sure what you find is 
reliable, authoritative, and well-suited to your 
information need

Exploratory search

Two Basic Open Web Experiences

https://guides.library.stonybrook.edu/wrttutorials/openweb


IV. Activity Ideas



One shot
• Focus is typically on library resources
• Slip in open web experiences:

• Explore information types, some of which 
might only be found on the open web

• When looking at “Author Affiliations” in 
EBSCO, go out to Google to find bios / 
author websites or social media pages

• Context! Laterally explore journal 
websites, research organizations, statistics, 
digital projects, and more

• Time to incorporate fun & low-stakes 
activities

• Emphasis on exploring and experimenting
• More time on different types of 

information
• More in-depth discussions of topics such 

as open access, search algorithms, 
scholarly publishing industry

• Get to know each student and their 
interests

• Many more structured infolit activities 
and assessments 

Credit-bearing research course

One shot vs. embedded / research course



Research course: First-year seminar

• Topic: Reacting to new technology: Using information resources to compare 1920 & 2020
• One-credit course
• First-year students
• Spring semester
• Small group work / searching activities
• Lots of room to experiment with information literacy activities in a low-pressure 

environment
• Designed to help students feel comfortable and confident, build connections with each 

other, and build connections with a faculty member



Activity #1: Information Types

1. 1. Short Activity in a one shot 
2. 2. Longer activity for an embedded experience or 

research course



What are some examples of information 
sources or types of information?





What was the first thing you thought of?
• The Internet?

A system of computer networks -- often first referred to as a “supercomputing network” (Fierheller, 1994). A 
series of pathways for information to travel on.

• Google?

An example of a search engine -- used to search, find, and/or organize content that is on the internet.

• Siri? Alexa? Google Assistant? 

Digital personal assistants that use artificial intelligence (AI) -- used to pull information from multiple sources all 
over the internet, smart devices, and cloud services.
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Types of Information



Image credit:
oliversacks.com



How did Oliver Sacks 
communicate with others 
about his knowledge and 

experiences?



Format: Speech / TED Talk (2009)

Image credit: https://www.ted.com/talks/oliver_sacks_what_hallucination_reveals_about_our_minds?language=en

Author: 
Oliver Sacks, 
neurologist

https://www.ted.com/talks/oliver_sacks_what_hallucination_reveals_about_our_minds?language=en


Format: Magazine article / personal 
narrative (2012)

Image credit: https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2012/08/27/altered-states-3

Author: 
Oliver Sacks, 
neurologist

https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2012/08/27/altered-states-3


Format: Newspaper article -- opinion piece 
(2012)

Image credit: https://www.nytimes.com/2012/11/04/opinion/sunday/seeing-things-hearing-things-many-of-us-do.html

Author: 
Oliver Sacks, 
neurologist

https://www.nytimes.com/2012/11/04/opinion/sunday/seeing-things-hearing-things-many-of-us-do.html


Format: Podcast / Radio Interview (2013)

Image credit: https://www.npr.org/2013/06/21/193925787/oliver-sacks-exploring-how-hallucinations-happen

Author: 
Oliver Sacks, 
neurologist

https://www.npr.org/2013/06/21/193925787/oliver-sacks-exploring-how-hallucinations-happen


Format: Book (2013)

Image credit: https://www.amazon.com/Hallucinations-Oliver-Sacks/dp/0307947432

Author: 
Oliver Sacks, 
neurologist

https://www.amazon.com/Hallucinations-Oliver-Sacks/dp/0307947432


Format: Peer-Reviewed Article (2013)

Image credit: Brain, Volume 136, Issue 7, July 2013, Pages 2318–2322, https://doi-org.proxy.library.stonybrook.edu/10.1093/brain/awt057

Author: 
Oliver Sacks, 
neurologist

https://doi-org.proxy.library.stonybrook.edu/10.1093/brain/awt057


Image credit:
https://medicine.yale.edu/yigh/profile/saad_omer/

https://medicine.yale.edu/yigh/profile/saad_omer/


Format: New York Times Guest Essay

Source: https://www.nytimes.com/2021/06/24/opinion/covid-vaccine-doctor-nurse.html

Author: Saad B. Omer, 
vaccinologist and 
epidemiologist

https://www.nytimes.com/2021/06/24/opinion/covid-vaccine-doctor-nurse.html


Format: Tweet

Source: https://twitter.com/SaadOmer3/status/1407274159948763139

Author: Saad 
B. Omer, 
vaccinologist 
and 
epidemiologist

https://twitter.com/SaadOmer3/status/1407274159948763139


Format: TEDxGateway / YouTube video

Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5AFzNzqqK3U

Author: Saad 
B. Omer, 
vaccinologist 
and 
epidemiologist

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5AFzNzqqK3U


Format: Book (2018)

Source: 
https://www.google.com/books/edition/The_Clinician_s_Vaccine_Safety_Resource/KjR1DwAAQBAJ?hl=en&gbpv=1&prints
ec=frontcover

Author: Saad 
B. Omer, 
vaccinologist 
and 
epidemiologist

https://www.google.com/books/edition/The_Clinician_s_Vaccine_Safety_Resource/KjR1DwAAQBAJ?hl=en&gbpv=1&printsec=frontcover
https://www.google.com/books/edition/The_Clinician_s_Vaccine_Safety_Resource/KjR1DwAAQBAJ?hl=en&gbpv=1&printsec=frontcover


Academic / peer-reviewed journals Newspapers and magazines

Authors experts in specific fields journalists, reporters, opinion writers

Audience other experts, researchers, 
academics / professors, and 
students

general / non-professionals

Purpose for experts to communicate with 
other experts and advance 
knowledge in a subject or field

to educate the general public and 
generate revenue

Reference List comprehensive minimal or none

Process articles are selected based on 
rigorous peer-review process; 
publication process is slow

articles are selected based on review 
by editors; publication process is fast

Advertisements Few or none many

Writing Style Written in the technical language of the 
field

Written in non-technical language and for 
the general public



Longer information format activity

Comparing information formats using 
different types of information created 
by the same author and on the same 
general topic

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1IgkEr69cCD9BJ2neZchsZZ199muCEnYSzvaTVFmLP1o/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1IgkEr69cCD9BJ2neZchsZZ199muCEnYSzvaTVFmLP1o/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1IgkEr69cCD9BJ2neZchsZZ199muCEnYSzvaTVFmLP1o/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1IgkEr69cCD9BJ2neZchsZZ199muCEnYSzvaTVFmLP1o/edit?usp=sharing


Activity #2: “Webbiness of the Web” 

Works best within a research course / course with a librarian 
embedded.



Exploring the “webbiness” of the web

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1xf0vCjwIfSub-aLLusMLeUoSYeQ8k7bBJ3X9puXdIAs/edit#heading=h.4dmy27os0ch5


Activity #3: Discussions to encourage 
students to value their source lists

1. 1. Short Activity in a one shot 
2. 2. Longer activity for an 

embedded experience or 
research course



Undergraduate 
research paper

by

student who seeks to 
empower my readers

Works Cited

A memoir of my 
research journey

References

Diverse voices 
featured here



Student’s sense of their own agency: 
The source list becomes a way for the student to...

STUDENT...recognize their own 
agency & uniqueness: 
what choices did they make 
when confronted with the 
vast array of available 
information?

...empower the authors they chose, 
providing nuance, complexity, and diverse 
perspectives.

...empower their readers 
(professor and peers) to 
follow up, explore the 
sources further, and learn 
more about the topic.



Activity #4: Multi-source project -- Library 
databases and open web together



Spring 2021 projects -- students gave 
permission for me to share their work

https://library.stonybrook.edu/2021/05/11/first-year-students-use-databases-to-explore-the-history-of-technology/
https://library.stonybrook.edu/2021/05/11/first-year-students-use-databases-to-explore-the-history-of-technology/


Toni Morrison, Nobel Lecture (1993)

“Official language smitheried to sanction ignorance 
and preserve privilege is a suit of armor, polished to 
shocking glitter, a husk from which the knight 
departed long ago.”



Concluding Thoughts / Challenges

• Encourage educators to be on the same page regarding the “false dichotomy” of “open web” vs 
“library resources”:

• High school to Higher Ed Transition
• Librarians and teachers / credit-bearing instructors

• The experience of peer-reviewed research can be much richer for students when they pair it 
within contexts that are sometimes only available on the open web.

• Avoid passing on an idealized vision of what research is “supposed” to be and, rather, gently guide 
students to find the process that works for them, encouraging them to start early and recognize 
that even “bad” sources, dead ends, and changing topics are all part of “real” research.



Please share your questions and/or open web 
activities you have tried with your students.



Thank you!

Christine Fena
christine.fena@stonybrook.edu

Link to this slideshow:
https://bit.ly/open_web

For further reading:
Source List

mailto:christine.fena@stonybrook.edu
https://bit.ly/open_web
https://docs.google.com/document/d/11ysq0DSVcntDvi3Bo3HzVgU5nxZnAUJokIjQJayOp9o/edit?usp=sharing

